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1. Introduction and summary. Let J be a field of characteristic

zero, and let Rm (m = 0, 1, • • • , r) be nXn matrices with elements in

J. M. H. Ingraham [l]1 has shown that the unilateral matrix equa-

tion y_X=o^>»Xm = 0 may have an infinitude of solutions. In this

paper a study is made of the conditions under which such an infini-

tude of solutions will exist. All matrices considered in this paper will

be square and of order n unless otherwise specified.

The matrix X\ is similar to the matrix Xt if there exists a non-

singular matrix T such that TXiT~1 = XI and the elements of X\, Xt

and T are in J. The polynomial domain J [X] of J is a principal ideal

ring. The matrix Zm=o-R»>Xm is a \-matrix, that is, its elements are in

7[X]. A square X-matrix is unimodular if it has an inverse which is

also a X-matrix. Two X-matrices A and B are left associates if there is

a unimodular matrix U such that UA=B. The relationship of left

associativity is an equals relationship. Every square X-matrix is a left

associate of a unique matrix which is in canonical triangular form.

This matrix has all elements below the main diagonal equal to zero.

If a diagonal element is zero, its row consists entirely of zeros. The

leading coefficient of each nonzero diagonal element is unity, and the

elements in that column are reduced modulo the diagonal element.2

If M, P, and A are X-matrices such that M =PA, then A is said to

be a right divisor of M, and M is a left multiple of A. Every pair of

X-matrices has a greatest common right divisor (g.c.r.d.) D and every

pair of nonsingular X-matrices has a least common left multiple

(l.c.l.m.) M which is unique up to left associates [2].

The question arises: Given two nonsingular matrices A and B,

what other right divisors of their l.c.l.m. M are there which are not

left associates of A or B? It has been shown* that Xi is a solution

Presented to the Society, September 7, 1948; received by the editors January 21,

1949.
1 Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.

s For these definitions and terms see MacDuffee [2]. The Hermite normal form

as defined by MacDuffee is the form generally used. The canonical triangular form

defined here is used in keeping with that used by Ingraham [l]. It is obtained in the

same manner as the Hermite normal form except the operations are carried out in

the columns in reverse order.

3 The proof of the factor theorem for polynomials with coefficients in a ring with

an identity element is given by Albert [3],
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of E«"=o RmXm = 0 if and only if XJ—Xi is a right divisor of

Zm=o RnJim. Therefore, if there exist two distinct solutions Xi and

X2, the l.c.l.m. of XJ—Xi and X/—X2 is a right divisor of ^UoW"

If this l.c.l.m. has a right divisor of the form X7 — X%, where X3 is dif-

ferent from Xi and X2, then X3 is another solution of the unilateral

equation. Thus, a study of the above problem yields results ap-

plicable to the unilateral matrix equation. The X-matrix A is a right

divisor of the X-matrix M if and only if its canonical triangular form is

a right divisor of the canonical triangular form of M. Consequently,

the matrices A, B, and M will be considered as being in canonical

triangular form.

If the X-matrix i?(X) has a set of right divisors whose canonical

triangular forms have the same main diagonal, then the set will be

called a family of right divisors of i?(X). A matrix of the form \I — X

where X has elements in J will be called a monic matrix of degree one.

It is easily shown that two monic matrices are left associates if and

only if they are identical. If a family of right divisors of i?(X) are the

left associates of monic matrices of degree one, the matrices X ob-

tained from the monic matrices are solutions of R(X)=Q and will

be called a family of solutions of R(X) = 0.
It is shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for the

existence of an infinite family of solutions of the unilateral matrix

equation is that there be two distinct solutions which are similar. All

matrices similar to a given solution are solutions of the equation if

and only if their minimal polynomial is a common divisor of the ele-

ments of yjm=o^mX,B. An interesting result arises as a by-product of

this second result, namely: The equation ^'ffl=o^m' Xy" = 0

(Zm=oXm-XRm = 0), where RmXXm is the direct product of Rm

and Xm [2], has a solution if and only if the elements of SUoW"

have a greatest common divisor which is not a unit. (In this problem

the order of X is not restricted to «.) It is also shown that if

Zm=o-&»Xm = 0 has a solution, and if the determinant of Zm=o^mXm

is zero identically, then there is an infinitude of solutions of the

equation.

2. Families of solutions. The following theorem provides a basis for

the results obtained in this paper.

Theorem 1. If P = QA, where P is a nonsingular \-matrix, P and A

being in canonical triangular form, and if for some values j and k, where

j>k, it is true that qkk and a^ are not relatively prime; then there exists a

family of right divisors of P which are not left associates. Furthermore,

if A is the left associate of a monic matrix of degree one, then the mem-
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bers of the family, with a finite number of exceptions, are also left asso-

ciates of monic matrices of degree one.

Since P and A are triangular matrices and P is nonsingular, it fol-

lows that Q and A are nonsingular, and Q is also triangular. Hence,

Pmm = qmmamm (WJ = 1, 2, • • • , ft).

Consider a possible factorization of P into P = BA', where A' has

the same diagonal elements as A and is in canonical triangular form.

One such factorization exists, namely P = QA. The matrix B will be a

triangular matrix.

Represent the greatest common divisor of two polynomials /(X)

and g(X) by the symbol (/(X), g(X)).
Select the values of k and j so that: (o**, ay,) ^1 and j>k; (qmm, app)

= 1 when m <p and p>j; (qmm, ayy) = l for m<k. Also let a'mp = amp

(m, p = i, 2, • • • , j-l; p=j, m = k + l, k+2, • ■ ■ ,7-1). Since

bmm = qmm (w = l, 2, • • • , n) and bmp = qmp (m, p=l, 2, • • • , j -1;

£=ii t» = Ä + l. £+2, • • • ,7 — 1), the element a'y is obtained from

the following equation:

pki — qkkdkj + X  ?*«a<"J + 0*j'a//
w-jfc 11

that is,

qkkakj — pki — zZ <lkmßmi mod a,-y.
■ I lit 11

This congruence has a solution, namely a*y. Therefore (o**, a,y)

divides pkj - S^'iuflwMit/, and af, = Xi(\) + (Zm=iO».XJ,-ro)/i(X)
where xi(X) and /i(X) are uniquely determined, p is the degree of

(ff**. ciji) and am (m = 1, 2, • • • , p) are arbitrary parameters. The re-

maining elements of A' are uniquely determined in terms of Oy and

the other elements previously found, since (qmm, 0/y)=T (m<k), and

(qmm, app) = l (p>j, p>m).

Therefore, in solving for A' an infinite family of right divisors of P

is obtained. Furthermore, each member of the family is in canonical

triangular form. Hence, no two distinct members of the family may

be left associates.

The existence of a family of right divisors of P has been shown. In

the construction above the parameters first occur in and may occur

in the elements a'mp (m<k, p=j; P=j+1, •••,»). When the param-

eters occur in an element, they will appear in the coefficients of the

various powers of X in that element. In this case the coefficients will

be polynomials in the parameters. A certain combination of values
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for the parameters will yield A from A'. Assign these values to all

but one of the parameters. The modified matrix A' will involve only

one parameter, and by assigning the proper value to this parameter A

will be obtained from A'.

If there is a unimodular matrix T such that TA =\I—X, then it is

true that A' will be the left associate of a matrix \I—X' except

possibly for a finite set of values of the parameter. The necessary

and sufficient conditions that the canonical triangular matrix

A = ^y>n-oAm\m be the left associate of a monic matrix of degree one

are: The degree of n„_1amm should equal n, the degree of IJm=ia»»»

should be equal to or less than j (j<n), and the matrix W\

= ||i4,j4,_i • • • /4i|| shall be of rank n. Since a'mm = amm(m = 1,2, ■ • •, n)

the first conditions are satisfied. The matrix W\ consists of at most n

nonzero columns.4 That is, the rank of W\ is the rank of an nXn

matrix d formed from the nonzero columns of W\. Because \d\ is a

polynomial in the parameter and | d\ f^O (since TA = XJ—X), it fol-

lows that IdI = 0 for only a finite set of values of the parameter.

Therefore there is an infinite family of right divisors of P which are

left associates of monic matrices of degree one.

The following theorem is due to V. J. Varineau [4].

Theorem 2. If the least common left multiple of two nonsingular

matrices A and B, with elements in a principal ideal ring, is M, and

their greatest common right divisor is d\ then \ M\ - \d\ =u\ä \ - \ß\

where u is a unit.

Theorem 3. The unilateral matrix equation 2~Lm=oRmXm = 0 has an

infinite family of solutions if and only if there exist two distinct solutions

Xi and Xi which are similar.

Let A, B, and M be the canonical triangular forms of \I—Xi,

\I—Xi, and the l.c.l.m. of \I—Xi and \I — Xt respectively. Since

Xi and Xi are solutions of Zm-o^mXm = 0, A and 73 are right

divisors of Xln-o^>»Xm. Therefore M is a right divisor of Zm-o^mX™-

It will be shown that M has a family of right divisors of the form

\I—X', and thus 2~lm-oPmXm — 0 has a family of solutions.

Since |^41 = 173| = \\I — Xi\ = |\J—Xt\, M is nonsingular. Also
M=PA=zQB, where P and Q are triangular X-matrices. Either

amm = bmm(m = l,2, • ■ • , w) or else not all amm = bmm (m = l,2, ■ ■ ■, «).

If amm — bmm (w = 1, 2, • • ■ , n) it follows that (p**, a}j)Al for some

values j and k where j>k. If this were not so, there would be a

* Published as note without proof in Ingraham [l]. Proof given in a paper by

Bell [5].
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unique right divisor of M having the elements amm as the main

diagonal elements, whereas there are at least two such divisors,

namely A and 73. The theorem follows from Theorem 1.

Assume, in the second case, that not every amm is equal to the

corresponding bmm. Let j be the least value of m such that ajjAbjj.

Then <Xyy=/(X)A(X) and 0,v = g(X)Ä(X) where (/(X), g(X)) = l. Since
mji = Pj}<1ii~q.iihi it follows that g(X) divides pa and/(X) divides gg.

Because Yln=jdmm= YLm-ibmm, it follows that some factor of g(X)

divides some element avv (p>j), and some factor of/(X) divides some

element bkk (k >j). That is, (bkk, g,,) A1 (k >j) and (a,,, i>„) A1 (p >/).

By Theorem 1, there exists a family of solutions whose corresponding

canonical triangular forms have the same main diagonal as A, and

another family, whose corresponding canonical triangular forms have

the same main diagonal as B.

If there is a family of solutions, let Xi be one of the solutions. All

members of the family will satisfy the scalar equation |X7 — X\\ = 0.

A scalar equation of finite degree may have only a finite number of

dissimilar solutions [2]. Therefore, there must exist at least two

similar solutions. Furthermore, there must be at least one class of

similar solutions which is infinite in number. This completes the proof

of Theorem 3.

3. The solution of XX-o-Rm- XX" = 0. If Xi is a solution of the
unilateral equation and Xi is a matrix similar to X\, it does not fol-

low that X2 is a solution. Since Xi = SXiS~l, Xi will be a solution if

and only if YX,-0RmSXm = 0. A nonzero, but not necessarily non-

singular, solution for 5 will exist if and only if | XX=o>v>»' X(Xf)m|

= 0 (where A- XB = (Abi,) and XT is the transpose of X) [2]. The

form of the matrix involved in this determinant creates an interesting

problem namely: When does the equation Z«-o^m' XXm = 0 have a

solution? It should be noticed that X need no longer be of order n.

Theorem 4. The equation 2».0S»,- X^™ = 0, where Rm

(m = 0, 1, ■ • • , r) and X have elements in J, has a solution if and only

if the elements of Xn-o^mA" have a greatest common divisor which is

not a unit.

Consider the matrix Rm- XXm=(Rmx??)) where Rm=(rf) and

Xm—{x^). By simply rearranging its elements this matrix may be

changed into the matrix (rff)Xm). If JJm-o^».- XXm = 0, then
Z'—oOv0 XK)=0 and conversely. Therefore, E'»=o^m = 0, and

the solution X must satisfy the scalar equation Xm-or«,'Xm = 0, for

each value of i and j. Hence the elements of the matrix yjm=o^mXm
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must have the minimum polynomial of X as a common divisor.

If the elements of Zm=-o^mXm have a greatest common divisor

which is not a unit, then the companion matrix of that polynomial

will be a solution of the equations Xm-oC^"'= 0 and hence will be a

solution of y^,,nRm • Xy" = 0. Similar considerations show that the

same condition is necessary and sufficient for the solution of 2~lm=o Xm

■XRm = 0.  A solution   of   yjm=o^»-XXm = 0 is a solution of

lZJm=oXm- XRm = 0 and conversely.

Corollary. The equations Zm=o#m- XXm = 0 and 2~Lm=oXm- XRm

= 0 will have a solution of order n if and only if the scalar equation

formed by setting the g.c.d. of the elements of ^,=0i?mA equal to zero has

a solution of order n.

The above condition will certainly be true if the elements of

Zm=o^mX'" have a common divisor whose degree is a divisor of n.

Theorem 5. If Xi is a solution of the unilateral matrix equation

y£jm=oRmXm = 0, then all matrices similar to Xi are solutions if and

only if the minimal polynomial of Xi is a common divisor of the ele-

ments of Zm=0^mXm.

If the minimal polynomial g(X) of Xi is a common divisor of the

elements of XX^o^X"1, it follows that Zm=o#»>v» = 0(X) [g(X)7/].

If Xi is similar to Xi then g(X2)=0 or g(X)J=P(X)(X//-X2).

That is, '£^=QRm\m = Q(K)PQ\)Q\I-X2) and X2 is a solution of the

unilateral equation.

To prove the converse, let X2 = SXiS~1. Since every matrix similar

to Xi is a solution, it follows that 5 is a solution of ^Tm=0RmSX? = Q.

This is true for every nonsingular S.

The equation ^m=-oRmSX^ = 0 is equivalent to n2 equations in

the unknowns 5,7 (i, j=l, 2, • • • , n). The matrix S may be con-

sidered as a vector in n2 space. If there are n2 nonsingular solutions

S of ^fm=oRmSXT = 0, and if these matrices, considered as vectors

in n2 space, are linearly independent, then it follows that

.X(Zf)»»0.
Let En be the nXn matrix which has 1 in the ith row and jth

column and zeros elsewhere. The n2 — n matrices I+Ea (iAj; i,

j=l, 2, • • • , n) are linearly independent and nonsingular. The n

matrices y.mrf,7ümm+(»=1, 2, • • • , w) are nonsingular and will

be linearly independent if the a< (t = l, 2, • • • , n) are chosen so that

the determinant of S„= Y^=ia->Emm+ J2m.PEmp (mAp; m, p = l,

2, • • • , n) is not zero. This is obviously possible when w = 2. A

simple induction step suffices to show that it is possible for a general n.
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A total of n2 linearly independent nonsingular matrices have

been constructed above. If every X2 similar to X\ is a solution of

ZX=o#>»Xm = 0, then ^Uo^™5aT = 0 has re2 linearly independent

solutions for 5. Therefore, XIm-o^™' X (Xl)m = 0, that is, X\ is a

solution of X»=o^»' XXm = 0. Theorem 5 follows from Theorem 4

since the minimal polynomial of Xf is the minimal polynomial of X\.

4. Infinite sets of solutions which are not families. There may be

an infinite number of solutions of the unilateral equation without

there being an infinite family. This fact is brought out in the proof of

the following theorem.

Theorem 6. If \ Zm-o^oA"*! =0> and if there exists a solution Xi

of the unilateral equation l]m=o^m^°l = ui then there is an infinite

number of solutions.

The canonical triangular matrix P of Zm-o^mXm may be factored

into the product QA where A is the canonical triangular form of

\I — Xi, and Q is triangular. Since | Xm=07?mXm| =oUü,=1 Pmm = 0

(8 a unit), it follows that some element pu = 0, and therefore g« = 0.

Factor P into Q'A' letting amm = amm (m = l, 2, • • • , re), then

qmm = qmm- Let q^ be the first diagonal element of Q' which is zero.

Three possibilities arise in the factorization:

1- (qjj, oJvv)Al, for some values p and j such that p>j, and

in AO.
2. Case 1 does not occur and k<n.

3. Case 1 does not occur and k — n.

In Case 1, as a result of Theorem 1, there exists an infinite family of

solutions of the unilateral equation. The fact that some elements qd

are zero may be taken care of by letting a[tl+m = ai,i+m.

If qL = 0, that is pkk = 0, (k<n), then pkm = 0 (m = k, k + l, •••,«).
Since a'^AO (m = 1, 2, •■•,«) it follows that all gL = 0. Choose

a'im = aim (l,m = \,2, ■ • • , n — 1; l = n; m = n, re —1, • • • , k+l). The

element a^, is obtained from the equation X«=* <fimß'mm — 0. Since all

2b» = 0, flte may be chosen to be a*n with the coefficients of the powers

of X replaced by parameters. Since (qmm, a„„) = 1 (m<k), the remain-

ing terms of A' may be expressed uniquely in terms of a'tn. As in

Theorem 1, it follows that there is a family of right divisors of P

with the same diagonal as A, and hence a family of solutions of the

unilateral equation. In the final case k = n, and (qmm, apv) = l(m <p).

Choose a!m = alm (I, m = l, 2, ■ • • , re — 1). If a'm is chosen to be ann, a

unique factorization is obtained namely P = QA. Since qn„ = 0,

may be chosen arbitrarily. Choose a'm to be identical with ann except
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in the constant term which will be a parameter.

It may easily be shown that if there is given a finite set of ir-

reducible polynomials, and a given polynomial of fixed degree with

an arbitrary constant, then for an infinite set of values of the arbitrary

constant, the polynomial will be relatively prime to all of the poly-

nomials in the given finite set. This follows from an application of

Euclid's algorithm and the fact that the field is of characteristic zero.

If the finite set of irreducible polynomials is taken to be the factors

of the elements qL^ (m = l, 2, • • • , n — 1), then for an infinite set of

values of the constant (g^m. aL>) — 1 ■ Since (qim, a»n) = l, o»n will be

one of the (4. A unique factorization of P exists for each a^,. There-

fore, there is an infinite set of right divisors of P. Since A is included

in the set, there is an infinite set of right divisors of P which are left

associates of monic matrices of degree 1. It follows that there is an

infinite set of solutions of the unilateral equation.

Note that in Case 3 the set of solutions, as defined, is not a family.

It may be possible in certain cases to factor P in such a way as to

get a family of right divisors which leads to a family of solutions.

That this is not always true is shown by the following example in

which J is the rational field R. Let

P =
X! 1

0 0

There is no factorization of P in i?[X] which will yield an infinite

family of right divisors, and solutions of the equation:

1   0 II II 0   1 0 0

0   0   ~    0 0

However, since

0 0

X2 1

0 0

X2 +

X l/e

0 0

X -l/e

0   X + e
eAO,

there is the infinite set of solutions:

0 l/e
X =

0 -e
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CANONICAL POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRICES UNDER
INTERNAL LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS

BERNARD VINOGRADE

Let P be a real positive definite n-rowed square matrix, n = p+q

+r, p^q^r, S = diag (Si, S2, S3), where Si is />-rowed, S2 is g-rowed,

and S3 is r-rowed, all nonsingular. 5 is called an internal linear trans-

formation when it transforms P according to the rule P^SPS'. All

coefficients are real numbers. The problem is to find a canonical form

for P, under internal linear transformations, depending on charac-

teristic value systems associated with P. The partition of n into

three parts is for convenience only.

1. Semi-canonical reduction. Partition P according to the parti-

tion of n, and call the square diagonal blocks Pi, P2, and P3, with

p, q, and r rows respectively. Choose Si = QT1, S^Q^1, S3 = Q3~1

from the factorizations Pi = QiQ{, P% = QiQ_i, P3 = Q3Qi. Then

(1) SPS' = Q

HP   A B]

A'   Tq C

B'   C I,

where J< is the i-rowed identity matrix. Any further transformations

will be chosen so as to preserve the diagonal blocks Ip, Iq, Ir. Hence

we shall have SiS{ =/,-, i= 1, 2, 3.

2. Non-special cases. Let X = (IP, A, B), Y=(A', Iq, C), Z

= (£', C, Ir), so XX', YY', and ZZ' are all nonsingular and sym-

metric. Let their characteristic roots be the ordered diagonal ele-

ments of 7J>i = diag (Xi, ■ • • , Xp), D2 = diag (jm, • • • , Mg), and D3
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